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“Out of the Blue: Aleta’s Stories”
By Angela Bowen

“Extraordinary Collection”
Remarkably wise, resilient, spunky, & mature, Aleta defies stereotypes about race, gender, & class during the Jim Crow era. You will love Aleta, marvel at her character, & know she will triumph!!
Beverly Guy-Sheftall – Professor, Women’s Studies, Spelman College

“Deeply Moving”
These deeply moving stories of Aleta’s childhood are extraordinary for the immediacy & authenticity of one smart, brave little girl’s efforts to interpret & negotiate her way in the world. Cynthia Rich, Author

“Vividly Drawn”
Vividly drawn & intensely cinematic.
Vivian Price, Professor Cal State University, Dominguez Hills

Order via Pay Pal or Amazon
www.jenniferabod.com
Profile Productions

“Poignant & Beautifully Written”
For two semesters in a row, students in my Anthropology of Women class have been moved, educated & uplifted by Aleta’s Stories, a poignant & beautifully written semi-autobiographical collection.
Diana Fox, Department of Anthropology, Bridgewater State University
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